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Two of Paul Lelekis' best-selling e-books, My Favorites and My Favorites II,
prompted yet another book of superb magic!

EVEN MORE of MY FAVORITES! 
By Paul A. Lelekis

Includes many pictures and three videos...

Two Videos of THE NEW MUSCLE PASS!
Learn The New Muscle Pass in just 10 seconds!
Also a Video of Steve Draun's Midnight Shift 

Mentalism, card magic, a brilliant assembly, ESP, Torn & Restored (two different
tricks!), a coin technique, and lots of comedy! All patter is included!

The TWO BONUS VIDEOS of... The NEW Muscle Pass! You're gonna LOVE
this!

Learn the secret to this New Muscle Pass in just 10 seconds - NOT 10
months...that's what I said...learn it in 10 seconds! AND the coin will "fall up" even
higher than the original Muscle Pass! Make the coin fly up two or three times
higher! It's easy..."Smoke" your buddies at the next meeting!

EFFECTS:

- ESP technique for an impromptu reading at any gathering, that is not only easy
to do - but is also 100%! This may be the strongest thing you do...ever!

- Dubble Bubble Trubble is an amazing torn & restored gum wrapper effect that
starts clean and ends clean!

- Torn & Restored 'Boo-Boo' - Tear a large piece of paper Up...but you
"accidentally" drop one of the pieces on the floor! OH NO! The kids are gonna go
NUTS! But when the paper DOES restore, it ALL restores back, except for that
one piece that fell to the floor - and it matches up perfectly! This is a blast! Watch
the kids SCREAM that you messed up!
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- Reversal of Fortune - A Marlo idea, coupled with a technique by Paul that will
bring your Assemblies to a new height! This sleight (with a complete Assembly
included!), will bring many new ideas for 4 Ace tricks, to mind! Make your
assemblies and transpositions even more "impossible"!

- Impromptu Pellet Mental Epic - An easy method of performing this classic of
magic that is even more deceptive than the original and easier to perform!
Mentalism at its finest!

- 'Tricky' Prediction - The 'construction' of this effect allows the magician to
"switch a card" WHILE your hands are being "burned"! The magician 'goofs up'
the trick...but then he makes good! THIS transposition is a STUNNER!

A Performance Teach-In! 

Paul actually uses four of the included tricks to teach every aspect of 
performance, why certain actions are better to use, and why they work. Learn
how to use these techniques for "cleaning up" many of your own routines that
you use now, and make your performances as smooth as silk!

Be a real Pro!

Also learn a couple of excellent card forces that will bring your card magic to new
levels!

Download the eBook and videos and enjoy learning!
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